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ABSTRACT
Verification of Task Parallel Programs Using Predictive Analysis
Radha Vi Jay Nakade
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science
Task parallel programming languages provide a way for creating asynchronous tasks that can
run concurrently. The advantage of using task parallelism is that the programmer can write code that
is independent of the underlying hardware. The runtime determines the number of processor cores
that are available and the most efficient way to execute the tasks. When two or more concurrently
executing tasks access a shared memory location and if at least one of the accesses is for writing,
data race is observed in the program. Data races can introduce non-determinism in the program
output making it important to have data race detection tools. To detect data races in task parallel
programs, a new Sound and Complete technique based on computation graphs is presented in this
work. The data race detection algorithm runs in O(N2 ) time where N is number of nodes in the
graph. A computation graph is a directed acyclic graph that represents the execution of the program.
For detecting data races, the computation graph stores shared heap locations accessed by the tasks.
An algorithm for creating computation graphs augmented with memory locations accessed by the
tasks is also described here. This algorithm runs in O(N) time where N is the number of operations
performed in the tasks. This work also presents an implementation of this technique for the Java
implementation of the Habanero programming model. The results of this data race detector are
compared to Java Pathfinder’s precise race detector extension and permission regions based race
detector extension. The results show a significant reduction in the time required for data race
detection using this technique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The increasing use of multi-core processors is motivating the use of parallel programming.
Earlier, the speed of processor cores was expected to increase rapidly with sustained technological
advances and the need for parallel computing was relatively low. Now that processor speeds are no
longer increasing, parallelism is the only way of obtaining higher computing performance.
Writing concurrent programs that are free from bugs, however, is very difficult because when
programs execute different instructions simultaneously, different thread schedules and memory
access patterns are observed that give rise to various issues such as data-races and deadlocks.
Structured parallel languages help users to write parallel programs that are scalable and easy to
maintain [1–3]. This flexibility is achieved by imposing restrictions on the way tasks can be forked
and joined. The parallel constructs create regions where tasks are started and synchronized. This
restriction ensures the parallel programs are deadlock free.
Data races occur in parallel programs when two or more tasks access a shared memory
location such that at least one of the accesses is a write. A race on a shared variable can alter the
value of the variable based on the order in which the variable is accessed by the tasks causing the
output to be non-deterministic. A data race that is not protected (i.e., marked volatile) also leads to
behavior that is not sequentially consistent. It is hard to test all possible outcomes of the program
with a data race because the scheduler most often runs the tasks in the same order thereby producing
the same result everytime. Data races might be benign, but they are generally an indication of a bug.
Hence, it is very important to have effective data race detection tools.
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A lot of research has gone into the problem of detecting data races in parallel programs. Data
race detection techniques are mainly categorized as static, dynamic and model checking. Static race
detectors analyze the programs statically and report errors without actually executing the programs
[4–10]. Their drawback is that they report data races on variables when in fact there are no data
races; identifying real data races from the large output becomes difficult. Model checking on the
other hand produces precise results but suffers from state space explosion making it impossible to
use in large systems[11–16].
Dynamic data race detectors analyze the program at runtime and so the data races reported
by them are real data races. Dynamic data race detectors however can reason about only a single
run [17–22]. Raman et al. created a dynamic race detector for structured parallel programs that
can locate races in any schedule of the program by running the program only once using limited
access history[23]. The approach necessitated data race detection on every shared memory access
and checking which tasks run in parallel. The approach also did not provide any functionality to
manipulate the scheduler at runtime making it unsound for programs with mutual exclusion. When
accesses to shared variables are protected using mutual exclusion, different program outcomes are
observed. It is necessary to analyze all possible program behaviors to ensure data race freedom.
This paper introduces an improved technique for data race detection that combines dynamic
race detection for structured parallel languages with model checking to overcome the limitations
of both of them. This technique makes use of computation graphs to represent the happens-before
relation of the events of the program in the form of a directed acyclic graph [24]. The nodes
represent the various tasks that are spawned during the program execution and store the references
to shared heap locations that have been accessed by those tasks. To detect data races, the task nodes
that can execute in parallel are identified in the graph and the memory locations stored in these
nodes are compared to detect conflicts. For building such computation graphs, the runtime should
have the ability to call-back when threads are forked or joined, and to record memory accesses on
heap locations that may be shared.
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The model checking part of the solution comes into play for programs with critical sections.
In programs with critical sections, different computation graph structures can arise based on the
order of execution of the critical sections. The technique presented here creates all such computation
graphs using a scheduler that checks for critical sections and builds schedules to consider all possible
computation graph structures [25]. Hence, this method is sound for all programs with a given input.
Since this technique uses scheduling only on critical sections as opposed to JPF which schedules on
every shared access, the state space of this technique is way smaller compared to JPF.
This paper presents an implementation of this data race detection technique for the Java
implementation of the Habanero programming model. The implementation uses JPF’s virtual
machine for the runtime support and it uses a specialized runtime for the Habanero language that is
targeted specifically for verification[14, 25]. The performance is compared with two other model
checking approaches implemented by JPF: Precise Race Detector and Permission regions [11], [25].
The results show a significant reduction in the state space and time needed for verification.
Thesis Statement: A computation graph is a suitable common representation of the execution of any task parallel program. The computation graph is sufficient to determine all relevant
schedules over tasks that need to be explored to enumerate all the possible behaviors of the program.
Such an exhaustive enumeration is enough for verifying deterministic behavior in task parallel
programs.
Main Contributions:
1. A data race detection algorithm using computation graphs that runs in O(N2 ) time where N is
number of nodes in the graph.
2. Semantics for task parallel programs that include steps for creating computation graphs.
3. Dynamic improvement to the data race detection algorithm for structured parallel programs.
4. A scheduling algorithm to create all computation graphs for programs containing mutual
exclusion.
5. An implementation of the data race detection algorithm for Habanero Java.
3

6. An empirical study over a set of benchmarks comparing performance of the data race detection
algorithm to JPF.

4

Chapter 2
Data Race Detection

A computation graph for a task parallel program is a directed acyclic graph that represents
the execution of the program. The graph consists of nodes that denote the various parallel operations.
The nodes also store references to the memory locations accessed by the tasks.
Definition 1. Computation Graph: A Computation Graph G = hN, E, , !i of a task parallel
program P with input

is a directed acyclic graph where

• N is a finite set of nodes
• E ✓ N ⇥ N is a set of directed edges.
•

is the function that maps N to the unique identifiers for the shared locations read by the
tasks.
: (N 7! 2V )

• ! is the function that maps N to the unique identifiers for the shared locations written by the
tasks.
! : (N 7! 2V )
where V is the set of the unique identifiers for the shared locations.
Figure 2.1 shows a sample computation graph. In this graph, nodes n0 , n00 , n000 , r1 , and r10
belong to task t0 . Task t0 spawns two tasks t1 and t2 . Node n1 belongs to task t1 and node n2
belongs to task t2 . Node r1 and r10 are join nodes for tasks t1 and t2 .
5
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Figure 2.1: Computation Graph Example.

Algorithm 1 Data Race detection in a computation graph.
1: function D ETECT R ACE(ComputationGraph G)
2:
N := Topologically ordered nodes in G
3:
for i in [1, |N |] do
4:
n = N [i]
5:
for j in [i+1, |N |] do
6:
n0 = N [j]
7:
if (n ⌃ n0 ) ^ (n0 ⌃ n) then
8:
bool rw = ( (n) \ !(n0 ) 6= ;)
9:
bool wr = (!(n) \ (n0 ) 6= ;)
10:
bool ww = (!(n) \ !(n0 ) 6= ;)
11:
if (rw _ wr _ ww) then
12:
Report Data Race and Exit
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
end for
17: end function
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Computation graphs can be used to detect data races in parallel programs. Every node in the
computation graph represents a block of sequential operations. A computation graph is a partially
ordered set of nodes that gives the relationship of the tasks in the program. The transitive closure of
the graph gives the reachability of the nodes. The order between any two nodes n1 and n2 is given
as n1

n2 , meaning that n1 happens before n2 . The operations that may execute in parallel are

unordered: n1 ⌃ n2 and n2 ⌃ n1 , i. e. n1 does not happen before n2 and n2 does not happen before
n1 . Once these unordered nodes are identified, the memory accessed by the operations performed in
these nodes is checked to detect data races.
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code of the algorithm to detect data races in computation
graphs. It takes the computation graph as input and reports a data race if an access violation is
observed in the graph. The algorithm works as follows. The nodes in the computation graph are
added to a topologically sorted set on Line 1. The ith node in the order is given by N[i]. The nodes
are traversed in order and each node is compared to every node that comes later in the topological
ordering. Line 7 checks if the nodes n and n0 are unordered. If the nodes are unordered, then the
sets of memory locations accessed by each node are checked for conflict on Line 11. If any of the
sets shares an element, then any one of those elements is a location where a data race occurs in the
program. A data race is reported by the algorithm on Line 12. If the intersecting sets are empty,
then the algorithm proceeds to check the next node until either a data race is reported or all the
nodes have been verified.
Consider again the example in Figure 2.1 with the topological ordering: n0 , n00 , n000 , n1 , r1 ,
n2 , and r10 . Node n0 happens before all other nodes so it cannot data race with anything. The next
node in the topological ordering is n00 . It is not ordered relative to n1 so n00 and n1 are parallel. No
race is reported and the analysis proceeds because there are no conflicting accesses made by these
nodes. All the nodes are checked one by one in a similar way. The nodes n1 and n2 are unordered
since there is no path from n1 to n2 and both are writing to variable r1 . Therefore, ww is set to true
and a race is reported for these two nodes on r1 .
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The algorithm runs in quadratic time for the number of nodes in the computation graph.
The topological ordering of nodes can be done in O(N2 ). When nodes are topologically ordered,
reachability of nodes can be checked in O(N) time. Therefore, the time required to check if two
nodes are executing in parallel is O(N2 ). The time required to check the intersection of read or write
sets of shared locations is O(m1 + m2 ) where m1 and m2 are the sizes of the two sets. (m1 + m2 )
is much smaller than N. Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N2 ).
Definition 2. Sound: A data race detection algorithm is sound if it does not miss any data race in
a program for a given input.
If the sound algorithm declares a program to be data race free, no race can exist in execution
of the program for the given input on any schedule; although, it may reject programs as having data
races when in fact they do not. It may under-approximate the set of data race free programs.
Definition 3. Complete: A data race detection algorithm is complete if it does not report data races
in programs that are data race free.
A complete algorithm may accept programs as data race free when in fact they have data
races. It may over-approximate the set of data race free programs.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for a given computation graph G.
Proof. The computation graph is a directed acyclic graph. The transitive closure of the graph gives
the reachibility relationship of the tasks. The transitive closure is a strict partial order over the nodes
of the graph. The data race detection algorithm checks if nodes n and n0 in the graph are unordered
on Line 7. The statements may be executed in parallel by these nodes. The memory accessed by
these tasks is compared and a race is reported if a conflict is detected on Line 12. Therefore, when
algorithm 1 declares a computation graph to be data race free, no race can exist in that graph and
when a race is reported by the algorithm, there definitely exists two tasks that execute in parallel
and have conflicting accesses to a shared variable. Hence, Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for a
given computation graph.
8

Chapter 3
Computation Graphs

Bouajjani and Emmi created a formal model of isolated hierarchical parallel computation
that covers many existing task parallel languages (e.g., Cilk, X10, Chapel, Habanero, etc.) [26].
Real world task parallel models are not isolated so tasks may share memory (intentionally or
otherwise). This paper uses the formalism of Bouajjani and Emmi to define the construction of the
computation graph from program execution but adds global variables. As before, a region groups
tasks by storing task handles, but now each region also holds a variable that can be shared. Tasks
are expanded to include access lists to denote region variables available for reading or writing.
3.1

Surface Syntax

The surface syntax for the language is given in Figure 3.1. A program P is a sequence of procedures.
The procedure name p is taken from a finite set of names Proc. Each procedure has a single
L-type parameter l taken from a finite set of parameter names Vars. The body of the procedure
is inductively defined by s. The semantics is abstracted over concrete values and operations, so

P ::= (proc p (var l : L) s)⇤
s ::= s; s | l := e | l(r) := e
| skip | assume e
| if e then s else s | while e do s
| call l := p e r~ r~! | return e
| post r
p e ~r r~ r~! d
| await r | ewait r
Figure 3.1: The surface syntax for task parallel programs.
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the possible types of l are not specified nor is the particular expression language, e, but assume it
includes variables references and Boolean values (true and false). The details of either L or e are
never relevant for computation graph construction and are thus omitted. The set of all expressions
is given by Exprs. Values are given by the finite set Vals and include at least Boolean values.
Exprs contain Vals and the choice operator ?.
The statements (s) of the language denote the behavior of the procedure. Most statements,
like the if-statement, ;-statement, and while-statement have their typical meaning. Other statements
require further explanations.
Statements are divided into the concurrent statements (post-statement, await-statement, and
ewait-statement) and sequential statements (everything else). Let Regs be a finite set of region
identifiers. Associated with each region r is a single variable referenced in the surface syntax by
l(r). A task is posted into a region r by indicating the procedure p for the task with an expression
for the local variable value e, three lists of regions from Regs⇤ (i.e., the Kleene closure on Regs),
and a return value handler d. For the region lists, ~r are regions whose ownership is transferred from
the parent to the new child task (i.e., the child now owns the tasks in those regions), r~ are regions
in which the new task can read the region variables, and r~! are regions in which the task can write
region variables. Let Stmts be the set of all statements and let Rets ✓ (Vals ! Stmts) be the
set of return value handlers. The handler d associates the return value of the procedure with a user
defined statement.
The await and ewait statements synchronize a task with the sub-ordinate tasks in the
indicated region. Intuitively, when a task calls await on region r, it is blocked until all the tasks it
knows about in r finish execution. Similarly, when a task issues an ewait with region r, it is blocked
until one task it knows about in r completes. A task is termed completed when its statement is a
return-statement.
The assume-statement blocks a task until its expression e evaluates to true. By way of
definition, call, return, post, ewait, and await are inter-procedural statements. All other statements
are intra-procedural.
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proc main (var n : int )
n := 1;
post r1
p1 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
post r1
p2 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
await r1
proc p1 (var n : int )
l(r1 ) := l{r1 } + n;
return (n + 1)
proc p2 (var n : int )
l(r1 ) := l{r1 } + n;
return (n + 2)

Figure 3.2: A simple example of a task parallel program.
Figure 3.2 shows a simple example program. The main task posts two new tasks t1 and t2
executing procedures p1 and p2 in region r1 . " denotes an empty region sequence. The tasks t1 and
t2 have access to the variable r1 . The main task awaits the completion of t1 and t2 . The return
value handler of procedure main takes the value returned by the tasks t1 and t2 and updates the
value of n. The computation graph for this program is that in Figure 2.1.
3.2

Tree-based Semantics

The semantics is defined over trees of procedure frames to represent the parallelism in the language
rather than stacks which are inherently sequential. That means that the frame of each posted task
becomes a child to the parent’s frame. The parent-child relationship is transferred appropriately
with task passing or when a parent completes without synchronizing with its children. The evolution
of the program proceeds by a task either taking an intra-procedural step, posting a new child frame,
or removing a frame for a synchronized completed task.
A task t = h`, s, d, r~ , r~! , ni is a valuation of the procedure local variable l, along with a
statement s, a return value handler d, a list of regions that it may use for read variables, a list of
regions it may use for write variables, and an associated node in the computation graph for this task.
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When a procedure p is posted as a task, the statement s is the statement defined for the procedure
p—recall that statements are inductively defined.
A tree configuration, c = ht, mi, is an inductively defined tree with task-labeled vertexes,
t, and region labeled edges given by the region valuation function, m : Regs ! M[Configs],
where Configs is the set of tree configurations and M[Configs] are configuration multi-sets.
For a given vertex c = ht, mi, m(r) returns the collection of sub-trees connected to the t-labeled
root by r-labeled edges.
The semantics relies on manipulating region valuations for task passing between parents
and children. For two region valuations m1 and m2 , the notation m1 [ m2 is the multi-set union
of each valuation. Further, the notation m |~r is the projection of m to the sequence ~r defined as
m |~r (r0 ) = m(r0 ) when r0 is found somewhere in ~r, and m |~r (r0 ) = ; otherwise.
Let J·Ke be an evaluation function for expressions without any program or region variables

such that J?Ke = Vals, and let `(r) denote the value of the region variable in r. For convenience in
the semantics definition, an evaluation function is defined over a task t that enforces the read rights
assigned to the task:

e(t) = e(h`, s, d, r~ , r~! , ni)
= e(`, r~ )
= e(`, r0 , r1 , . . .)
= Je[`/l, `(r0 )/l(r0 ), `(r1 )/l(r1 ), . . .]Ke

If e[`/l, `(r0 )/l(r0 ), `(r1 )/l(r1 ), . . .] has any free variables, then by definition,
Je[`/l, `(r0 )/l(r0 ), `(r1 )/l(r1 ), . . .]Ke has no meaning and is undefined (i.e., e(t) = ;). As a final

convenience for dealing with expressions in the semantics when constructing computation graphs,
let the set of regions whose variables appear in e be denoted by ⌘(e).
Contexts are used to further simplify the notation needed to define the semantics. A
configuration context, C, is a tree with a single ⇧-labeled leaf, task-labeled vertexes, and region12

labeled edges. The notation C[c] denotes the configuration obtained by substituting a configuration
c for the unique ⇧-labeled leaf of C. The configuration isolates individual task transitions (e.g.,
C[ht, mi] ! C[ht0 , mi] denotes an intra-procedural transition on a task). Similarly, a statement
context is given as S = ⇧; s1 ; . . . ; si and S[s] indicates that ⇧ is replaced by s where s is the
next statement to be executed. A task statement context, T = h`, S, d, r~ , r~! , ni is a task with a
statement context in place of a statement, and likewise T [s] indicates that s is the next statement to
be executed in the task. Like configuration contexts, task statement contexts isolate the statement
to be executed (e.g., C[hT [s1 ], mi] ! C[hT [s2 ], mi] denotes an intra-procedural transition that
modifies the statement in some way). For convenience, e(t) is naturally extended to use contexts as
indicated by e(T ).
As indicated previously, a task t is completed when its next to be executed statement s is
return e. The set of possible return-value handler statements for t is rvh(t) = {d(`) | ` 2 e(T )}
given the task’s context. By defnition, rvh(t) = ; when t is not completed or e(T ) is undefined.
The initial condition for a program ◆ = hp, `i is an initial procedure p 2 Procs and an
initial value ` 2 Vals. The initial configuration is created from ◆ as c = hh`, sp , d, r~ , r~! , ni, mi,
where sp is the statement for the procedure p, d is the identity function (i.e., v.v), r~ list regions
whose variables are read by p, r~! lists regions whose variables are written by p, n is a fresh node for
the computation graph (i.e., n = fresh()), and 8r 2 Regs, m(r) = ;.
The semantics is now given as a set of transition rules relating tree configurations. The rules
assume the presence of a global computation graph, G = hN, E, , !i, that is updated as part of
the transition. The initial graph contains a single node N = {n} from the initial configuration, no
edges (E = ;), and no read/write information ( (n) = ; and !(n) = ;).
Figure 3.3 lists the intra-procedural transition rules. The rules omit the configuration context
since intra-procedural statements do not need the region valuation from the context. The rules define
the intra-procedural statements in the usual way. Of note is the update of the computation graph to
record any read region variables from expressions or any write region variables from an assignment.
The notation, = [ (n 7! ⌘(e)), is understood to update such that n additionally maps to ⌘(e).
13

A SSIGN L OCAL

`0 2 e(`, r~ )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
h`, S[l := e], d, r~ , r~! , ni ! h`0 , S[skip], d, r~ , r~! , ni

A SSIGN R EGION

` 2 e(T )
r is found in r~! (T )
`(r) = `
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
! = ! [ (n 7! {r})
T [l(r) := e] ! T [skip]
S KIP

T [skip; s] ! T [s]

A SSUME

true 2 e(T )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
T [assume e] ! T [skip]

I F - THEN

I F - ELSE

D O - LOOP

D O - BREAK

true 2 e(T )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
T [if e then s1 else s2 ] ! T [s1 ]

false 2 e(T )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
T [if e then s1 else s2 ] ! T [s2 ]

true 2 e(T )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
T [while e do s] ! T [s; while e do s]

false 2 e(T )
= [ (n 7! ⌘(e))
T [while e do s] ! T [skip]

Figure 3.3: The transition rules for the intra-procedural statements.
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C ALL

C[T [call l := p e r~ r~! ], m] !
C[T [post rcall
p e " r~ r~! v.l := v; ewait rcall ], m]
P OST

n00 = fresh()
n1 = fresh()
N = N [ {n00 , n1 }
E = E [ {hn0 , n00 i, hn0 , n1 i}
` 2 e(`0 , r~ 0 )
= [ (n0 7! ⌘(e))
m0 = (m \ m|~r ) [ (r 7! hh`, sp , d, r~ , r~! , n1 i, m|~r i)
C[h`0 , S[post r
p e ~r r~ r~! d], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n0 i, m] !
0
0
C[h` , S[skip], r~ , r~! 0 , d0 , n00 i, m0 ]
E WAIT

n0 = fresh()
N = N [ {n0 }
E = E [ {hn, n0 i, hn(t2 ), n0 i}
m1 = (r 7! ht2 , m2 i) [ m01
s 2 rvh(t2 )
C[h`, S[ewait r], r~ , r~! , d, ni, m1 ] !
C[h`, S[s], r~ , r~! , d, n0 i, m01 [ m2 ]

AWAIT- NEXT

n0 = fresh()
N = N [ {n0 }
E = E [ {hn, n0 i, hn(t2 ), n0 i}
m1 = (r 7! ht2 , m2 i) [ m01
s 2 rvh(t2 )
C[h`, S[await r], r~ , r~! , d, ni, m1 ] !
C[h`, S[s; await r], r~ , r~! , d, n0 i, m01 [ m2 ]

AWAIT- DONE

m(r) = ;
C[T1 [await r], m] ! C[T1 [skip], m]

Figure 3.4: The transition rules for the inter-procedural statements.
The notation r~! (T ) in the assign-region rule is used to indicate the read-region vector in the task or
task context, T = h`, S, d, r~ , r~! , ni. Similar notation is used in other rules to access the tuple.
Figure 3.4 shows semantics for the inter-procedural statements. The call statement is
interpreted as a post followed by ewait on some region rcall . This region rcall is exclusive to the
task calling the procedure and cannot be used to post new tasks into this region. A call statement
does not allow ownership of any tasks to be passed to the newly created task. The region variables
that are available to this task for reading and writing are denoted by r~ and r~! respectively.
The P OST rule is fired when the task forks to create a new child task that potentially runs
in parallel with the parent task. When a task t1 executes a post statement, two fresh nodes n00 and
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n0

n0'

n1

n1

n0'

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Steps involved in computation graph creation.

n1 are added to the graph. Node n00 represents the statements following post and n1 represents
the statements executed by t2 . The current node n0 of t1 is connected to n00 and n1 as shown in
Figure 3.5(a). The read set of node n0 is updated to additionally map to the regions in ⌘(e) (i.e.,
the regions referenced in the expression e). The current node of t1 changes to n00 after the transition.
The region mapping m of task t1 is updated by removing the configurations of regions whose
ownership is passed to the newly created task t2 and adding a new configuration that consists of the
task t2 along with the regions it now owns.
The E WAIT rule blocks the execution of the currently executing task until a task in the
indicated region completes. The choice of completed task, t2 , in the region is non-deterministic. A
node n0 is added to the graph to act as a join node. It captures the subsequent statements executed by
task t1 after the ewait statement finishes. The current node n of task t1 and the current node of task
t2 , denoted by n(t2 ) are connected to n0 as shown in Figure 3.5(b). The configuration (r 7! ht2 , m2 i)
is removed from the region valuation m of task t1 . After the transition, the current node of task t1 is
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changed to n0 . The task t1 is resumed with a return value handler for the completed task (rvh(t2 ))
before continuing with its next statement.
The AWAIT- NEXT rule blocks the execution of the currently executing task t1 until all the
tasks whose handles are stored in region r that the task t1 owns are executed to completion. The
rule is implemented recursively by removing one task from the region at a time and then inserting
another await-statement on the same region. Similar to E WAIT, a join node n0 is added to the graph,
the current nodes of t1 and t2 are connected to n0 as shown in Figure 3.5(b) and the current node of
task t1 is changed to n0 . When task t2 returns a value to t1 , t1 executes the statement from the return
value handler rvh(t2 ). The AWAIT- DONE rule terminates recursion when the region is empty.
The computation graph for the example in Figure 3.2 is presented in Figure 2.1. When the
program starts executing, a node n0 is added to the graph to represent the procedure main. When
the task t1 is posted by the procedure main to execute procedure p1 , two new nodes n00 and n1 are
added to the graph to represent the statements executed by the procedure main and procedure p1
respectively. Similarly, when task t2 is posted by the procedure main to execute procedure p2 , two
new nodes n000 and n2 are added to the graph. When the main task calls await on r1 , its execution is
suspended until t1 and t2 finish execution. When the await is executed, node r1 and r10 are added to
the graph. The read and write to region variable r1 by the tasks t1 and t2 is updated in nodes n1 and
n2 using the functions and ! respectively.
The order of synchronization of tasks t1 and t2 affects the value of the variable n in the
main task. The return value handlers of the tasks get executed in different orders under different
schedules. This makes the output of the program non-deterministic. In a schedule where task t1
joins main task before t2 , the value of n at the end of program execution is 3 and in a schedule
where task t2 joins main task before t1 , the value of n is 2.
Theorem 2. The computation graph represents the correct ordering of events in a program and
stores the accesses to shared variables in the program. The sequential events are ordered while the
concurrent events are unordered.
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Proof. Proof by definition: There are two types of operations performed in a task parallel program:
inter-procedural and intra-procedural. The inter-procedural statements create different nodes in the
graph and are responsible for maintaining the correct ordering of events in the program. The nodes
in the computation graph contain read/write sets to store the accesses to shared variables by the
tasks. The intra-procedural operations do not affect the structure of the computation graph; however,
they update the read/write sets of the nodes in the computation graph when the tasks access shared
variables. These operations are discussed separately below.
The semantics for inter-procedural statements are given in Figure 3.4. The inter-procedural
statements are post, ewait, await and call. When a post statement is executed, the P OST rule is
fired. It creates two new nodes in the computation graph. One node represents the statements
executed by the newly posted task and the other node represents the statements executed by the
calling task immediately following the post statement. These nodes are set as the active nodes for
these tasks. Any access to the shared memory is stored in the read/write sets for the active node.
These two nodes are unordered since the statements are executed concurrently by these tasks.
The ewait is used to synchronize a child task with its parent task. The E WAIT rule creates a
join node in the computation graph. Both the child and the parent task’s active nodes are connected
to the join node. The added edges order this node after the active nodes in the child task and the
parent task. The await statement joins all the children tasks posted in a region to the parent task.
The await statement fires the AWAIT- NEXT rule that joins one child task at a time to the parent task.
Similar to the E WAIT rule, AWAIT- NEXT also creates a join node for every child task. The join node
is set as the active node for the calling task. Any shared memory accesses by the calling task are
registered in the read/write sets of the active node.
Finally, the call is semantic sugar for a post followed by an ewait. As such, even though the
calling task gets a new active node to reflect its concurrent relationship to the newly created task,
the read/write sets in that node are never updated since the calling task executes ewait immediately
after the post, which does not read/write any region variables, and once the ewait completes, the
task gets a new active node ordered after the join from the task created by the call.
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The intra-procedural statements are assign, skip, assume, if-then-else and do-while. The
semantics for intra-procedural statements is given in Figure 3.3. The semantic rules for intraprocedural events show that they do not change the structure of the computation graph since none
of the rules create any new nodes or edges in the computation graph.
The S KIP rules does not interact with any shared variables in the program. The if-then-else
and do-while statements fire I F - THEN, I F - ELSE, D O - LOOP and D O - BREAK rules. These rules only
read shared variables. Therefore, only the read sets for the active nodes set by the inter-procedural
statements are updated by the statements. The A SSIGN L OCAL rule only updates the read set of the
active node since this rule does not update any shared variables. Whereas the A SSIGN R EGION
rule updates both read/write sets of the active node, since shared program variables are updated by
this rule. As such, by definition, the computation graph exactly reflects the orders defined by the
semantics and only updates read/write sets that are defined by the semantics.
Corollary 1. Applying Algorithm 1 to computation graphs created using the semantics of task
parallel programs is complete for data race detection in the given program input – data race free
programs will never be rejected; but, programs with data race may be accepted because the data
race did not manifest in the computation graph from the executed schedule.
Proof. Proof by example: A task parallel program can have different computation graphs based on
the schedule followed by the tasks during the program execution. If Algorithm 1 does not report a
race for a computation graph obtained from some execution of the program, data races may still be
present under some other program schedule.
Consider the example in Figure 3.6. The task parallel program in the example has a data race
under one program schedule and it is data race free under a different schedule. The computation
graphs for the different schedules are shown in Figure 3.7. If the program follows the first schedule,
(i.e., task t1 joins before t2 ) task t3 is not spawned and there is no data race in the program. If the
program, however, follows the second schedule(i.e., task t2 joins first), then a new task t3 is created
by task t0 and there is a data race on region variable r1 .
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proc main(var n : int )
n := 1;
post r1
p1 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := v;
post r1
p2 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := v;
ewait r1
if (n == 1) then
post r1
p3 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n;
r1 := 1
await r1
proc p1 (var n : int)
return 0
proc p2 (var n : int)
return 1
proc p3 (var n : int)
r1 := 2

Figure 3.6: Parallel program with different computation graphs under different schedules.
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(a) t1 joins first.

(b) t2 joins first.

Figure 3.7: Computation graphs of example in Figure 3.6.
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n3

Theorem 1 shows that Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for a given computation graph.
When Algorithm 1 is applied to task parallel programs with a given input, it may accept programs as
data race free that in reality contain data races. This is evident from example in Figure 3.6. Therefore,
determining data race freedom from a single schedule of a task parallel program using Algorithm 1
is complete for the input program because different schedules create different computation graphs.
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Chapter 4
Structured Parallel Languages

Non-determinism arises in task parallel programs primarily due to two reasons: data races
and the order in which return value handlers are executed. Return value handlers act on local
variables whereas data races occur in shared variables. Non-deterministic programs create different
computation graphs under different program schedules. When the behavior of the program is
non-deterministic, the result of the data race detection algorithm for a computation graph can be
applied only for that particular program run. The non-determinism in program behavior due to
different order of execution of return value handlers is countered by structured parallel languages
such as Habanero Java and X10 by imposing an order on the task synchronization when the return
value handlers do not commute.
These languages impose the following restrictions to ensure determinism in program behavior in the absence of data races:
• Passing ownership of tasks from a parent to a child task is not allowed.
• Tasks whose return value handlers side effect can be posted in single-task regions only (i.e.,
regions that contain only a single task). A side-effect of a return value handler can be a change
in the state of either the local variable or a region variable.
• All the tasks are joined to the main task at the end of the program execution. This is
ensured by having the initial program configuration as hT[post r0

p0 e " ~r ~r v.v;

await r0 ; await r1 ; . . .], m0 i on some procedure p0 , ~r is the region sequence containing all
regions and 8r 2 Regs, m0 (r) = ;
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public class Example1{
static int x = 0;
public static void main(String [] args ) {
finish {
async { // Task1
x = x + 1;
}
finish {
async { // Task2
x = x + 2;
}
}
}
future f = async { // Task3
return 5;
}
x = f . get () ;
}
}
Figure 4.1: Example of an HJ Program.
4.1

Habanero Java

Habanero Java is a structured parallel programming language that gives importance to the usability
and safety of parallel constructs. It guarantees properties such as determinism and serialization for
subsets of parallel constructs. However, these guarantees hold only in the absence of data races. It
provides various parallel constructs to create structured parallel programs.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of an HJ program. The main task has two nested finish-blocks
with tasks being posted to both these blocks and a future task.
The async construct creates a new asynchronous task that runs in parallel with the parent
task. Task passing is not allowed in HJ, so the sequence of regions whose handles are passed to the
child task is empty ("). The newly created task has read and write access to all the region variables
in the program.
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proc main (var n : int)
l(r1 ) := 0;
post r1
p1 0 " ~r ~r n.n;
post r2
p2 0 " ~r ~r n.n;
await r2 ;
await r1 ;
post r3
p2 0 " ~r ~r n.r1 := n;
ewait r3 ;
proc p1 (var n : int )
l(r1 ) := l(r1 ) + 1
proc p2 (var n : int )
l(r1 ) := l(r1 ) + 2
proc p3 (var n : int )
return 5

Figure 4.2: HJ program converted to task parallel language.
A finish construct is used to collectively synchronize children tasks with their parent task.
The finish s statement causes the parent task to execute s and then wait until all tasks created inside
the finish-block have completed. Each finish construct creates a new region to post tasks. Every
task has a unique immediately-enclosing-finish (IEF) during program execution. That IEF is the
innermost finish construct containing the task. The runtime holds stacks of finish-blocks. Every
stack is associated to a task to track the nesting of finish-blocks in this task. When a task is created,
it is added to the parent task’s active finish-block. In this way, when a parent reaches the end of a
finish construct, it calls await on the region belonging to this finish-block to join on all tasks in the
current finish-block. After joining, the finish-block is popped off the stack.
The future construct lets tasks return values to other tasks: future f = async s creates a
new child task to execute s. The local variable f contains a handle to the newly created task that
can be used to obtain the value returned by s. The blocking operation f.get() retrieves this value
when the child task completes execution.
Figure 4.2 shows the conversion of program from example Figure 4.1 to the generic task
parallel language in this paper. The procedure main posts task from the outer finish block to region
r1 and task from the inner finish block to region r2 . Since, the inner finish block completes execution
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first, await on region r2 is called before r1 . The future posts a task to region r3 followed by an ewait
on r3 .
Habanero also includes loop parallelism constructs such as forasync and forall which are
syntactic sugar for the presented constructs. An implicit finish is included at the end of forall
iterations whereas forasync iterations do not have an implicit finish.
4.2

Properties of structured parallel programs

Let G(P ) return the set of computation graphs from all possible schedules of the program P . And,
let DRF(G) return true if Algorithm 1 reports the graph to be data race free.
Lemma 1. For a graph G 2 G(P ), DRF(G) ! {8G0 2 G(P ), DRF(G0 )}.
Proof. Suppose there exists {G, G0 } ✓ G such that DRF(G) is true but DRF(G0 ) is false. As
such, either G and G0 have the same structure and differ in the region variables accessed, or they
have different structures all together. To accomplish either situation, there must be a source of
non-determinism either in the program P itself or as a result of the semantic definition for task
parallel programs and how computation graphs are derived from executions. Since the input to the
program is fixed and expression evaluation is deterministic by definition (e.g., the choice operator is
not allowed), the non-determinism needed to create G and G0 must arise through task interaction.
Tasks interact at creation, completion, and through shared region variables. The interaction
needs to be such that it causes a task in P to follow a different control flow path to access different
region variables or to post and synchronize tasks differently in order to create G and G0 so that one
has no data race while the other one does. At task creation, the POST rule in Figure 3.4 indicates
that the parent task passes to the child task the value of the child’s local variable, other tasks from
the parent, the read and write region variables, and the return value handler. Each is discussed
separately.
Structured parallel languages do not allow task passing by definition. The definition also
mandates all regions for reading and writing in each task. As such, no different information is
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exchanged that can lead to G and G0 by task passing or access lists—synchronization between tasks
(e.g., await and ewait) and available regions to access are identical. That leaves the child’s local
variable and the return value handler to discuss.
Structured parallel languages by definition restrict side-effecting return value handlers (i.e.,
handlers that alter the local variable in the parent task) to appear in the ewait statement only, and it
further restricts that the statement indicate the task for which it is to wait. This restriction effectively
serializes the computation in the return value handlers to always be deterministic (i.e., it follows
the same order to yield the same computation, in the absence of data race, since expressions are
deterministic). Further, since the definition restricts return values handlers for the await statement
to not side-effect, it is not possible to create G and G0 with return value handlers in the absence of
data race—task completion is ordered by ewait and it does not matter for await.
Turning to the child’s local variable, to create G and G0 , some task in the program P must
see a different value for that local variable which is then used in an expression such that the same
task takes one control path in G and a different control path in G0 . The only way to alter the value
of a local variable is through a conflicting access on some region variable shared between two tasks
(e.g., a data race), but since that does not exist in G, DRF(G) is true, then it cannot exist in G0 either
because the program P is deterministic by virtue of G being data race free—a contradiction.
Lemma 1 proves the claimed property that structured parallel programs in the absence of
data race are deterministic [3]. And is the first formalization of that property. The other claimed
properties can be derived from Lemma 1 but are not part of this paper.
Corollary 2. For a graph G 2 G(P ), ¬DRF(G) ! {8G0 2 G(P ), ¬DRF(G0 )}.
Proof. Trivial from Lemma 1.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for structured parallel programs with fixed input.
Proof. From Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, it can be seen that a single computation graph is enough to
verify a structured parallel program under any schedule. Theorem 1 states that Algorithm 1 is sound
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and complete for a computation graph. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for structured
parallel programs with fixed input.
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Chapter 5
On-the-fly data race detection

The data race detection technique presented in this work performs the analysis after the
program has finished execution (post-mortem analysis). To improve the efficiency of analysis at run
time, this paper presents a dynamic improvement for structured parallel programs. This technique is
called on-the-fly data race detection.
The data race detection is run on a region as soon as await finishes execution on that region
(i.e., AWAIT- DONE fires). If no race is reported, all the nodes belonging to that region are merged
into an equivalent master node that represents the region. The transformation preserves the partial
order relative to other tasks. The variables accessed by the tasks in the region are added to the
master node.
To implement this technique, the AWAIT- DONE rule has been modified as follows. The join
and meet nodes for set of nodes connected to the current node of task executing AWAIT- DONE are
identified.
Definition 4. Join : In a partially ordered set (N, ), an element n0 is a join of two unordered
elements n1 and n2 if the following conditions hold:
• n0

n1 and n0

n2 (i.e., n0 happens before n1 and n2 ).

• For any element n in N , such that n

n1 and n

n2 , we have n

n0 .

A join is the least upper bound for a subset of elements in the partially ordered set. Conversely, a meet is greatest lower bound for the elements in the partially ordered set. Join and meet
are symmetric duals with respect to order inversion.
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Definition 5. Meet : In a partially ordered set (N, ), an element n0 is a meet of two unordered
elements n1 and n2 if the following conditions hold:
• n1

n0 and n2

n0 (i.e., n0 happens after n1 and n2 ).

• For any element n in N , such that n1

n and n2

n, we have n0

n.

Definition 6. A lattice is defined as a partially ordered set such that every pair of elements has a
unique join and a unique meet.
Lemma 2. A computation graph of a structured parallel program is a lattice.
Proof. Structured parallel programs have a restriction of joining all unsynchronized tasks to the
main task at the end of program execution. The node that represents the main task when the program
starts execution acts as join node for all the nodes in the graph and the last await node acts as meet
node. For any pair of nodes n1 and n2 , either the nodes are ordered or unordered. If the nodes are
ordered, n1
example, if n1

n2 or vice versa, then there is a unique meet or join depending on the ordering. For
n2 , then n1 is the join and n2 is the meet.

If, however, the nodes are unordered, then it needs to be proven that the meet and join are
unique based on the structure of the graph. Consider the rules that add nodes to the graph. Nodes
are added when P OST, AWAIT- NEXT or E WAIT rule fires. A P OST rule is fired when a new task is
created. The parent task creates branching in the graph by adding nodes to represent the parent and
child task that executes in parallel. Since every task can only have a single parent, the join node
for the unordered nodes is unique. Tasks synchronize only on completion when AWAIT- NEXT or
E WAIT rule fires. Since structured parallel programs do not allow task passing, tasks are bound to
join to their parent/ancestor task only. Therefore, they cannot be cross-edges in the computation
graph. Hence, a pair of unordered nodes can have only a unique meet. Therefore, a computation
graph of a structured parallel program is a lattice.
The modified AWAIT- DONE rule for on-the-fly data race detection is presented in Figure 5.1.
subGraph takes a set of nodes, finds the meet/join, and then extracts everything, inclusive, as
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AWAIT- DONE

m(r) = ;
G0 = subGraph(8n0 , hn0 , ni 2 E) [
DRF (G0 ) = true
n
1 = fresh()
[
0
0
0
N = N \ N [ {n1 }
E =E\E
(n1 ) =
(n )
!(n1 ) =
!(n0 )
n0 2N 0

n0 2N 0

C[h`, S[await r], r~ , r~! , d, ni, m] ! C[h`, S[skip], r~ , r~! , d, n1 i, m]

Figure 5.1: AWAIT- DONE rule updated for on-the-fly data race detection.
proc main(var n : int )
n := 1;
post r1
p1 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
await r1
proc p1 (var n : int)
post r2
p2 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
post r2
p3 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
await r2
proc p2 (var n : int)
l(r2 ) := n
proc p3 (var n : int)
l(r2 ) := n

Figure 5.2: A parallel program with nested regions.
a sub-graph. The sub-graph for the set of nodes connected to n is extracted using subGraph.
This sub-graph is verified using Algorithm 1. If this sub-graph is data race free, the nodes in this
sub-graph are deleted from the computation graph. A new master node n1 is added to the graph in
place of this sub-graph. The region variables accessed by the nodes in the sub-graph are added to
n1 .
Figure 5.2 shows an example of a parallel program with nested regions. The main task
spawns a task t1 in region r1 . Task t1 spawns two new tasks t2 and t3 in region r2 . The await on r2
is executed before await on r1 making the regions nested. All the tasks have read/write access to
region variable r1 . As soon as the await on region r2 finishes execution, on-the-fly analysis is run on
this region to check for data races in the nodes belonging to this region. If a race is not reported, a
master node is added to the graph that represents region r2 and the program is executed further. The
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(a) Comp graph for parallel program with nested regions

(b) Comp graph with master node

Figure 5.3: Computation graph of example in Figure 5.2.
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computation graph for this example is shown in Figure 5.3(a). The nodes that are used to find the
meet and join are r2 and n2 . The nodes highlighted in blue denote the sub-graph that is replaced
by a master node if the region is data race free. Figure 5.3(b) shows the computation graph with a
master node inserted in place of region r2 .
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Chapter 6
Mutual Exclusion

Data races in parallel programs lead to non-deterministic behavior of programs. Therefore,
data races are termed as errors. When access to a shared variable is protected by a lock, there is a
programmer intended race on the variable. The behavior of the program is non-deterministic if the
programmer does not order the way in which tasks access this shared variable, but, this behavior is
expected by the programmer.
Programs with data races can have different computation graph structures based on the
schedule of tasks in the runtime (i.e., different update orders may result in different control flow
paths). Similarly, when shared memory accesses are protected using locks, different computation
graph structures can be observed based on the order in which the tasks access the protected shared
variable. To ensure that a program in which tasks have mutually exclusive access to some shared
variable does not have any unintended race, all the computation graph structures that can result from
different schedules over the protected shared variable access have to be enumerated and analyzed.
The task parallel language is extended to model mutual exclusion with a new statement:
isolated s. The statement performs s in mutual exclusion of any other isolated statements. The semantics with how the computation graph is impacted is in Figure 6.1. The isolation is accomplished
by creating a new global variable last to track the last node in the computation graph belonging to
an isolated statement, by adding to the task context a counter initialized to zero to count the number
of nested isolated contexts, and with a new keyword for the rewrite rules: isolated-end.
Let canIsolate(C) be a function over configurations to Boolean that returns true for a
configuration tree if all the task counters are 0; otherwise it returns false. If no other isolated
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I SOLATED

canIsolate(C) = true
n0 = fresh()
N = N [ {n0 }
E = E [ {hn, n0 i, hlast, n0 i}
C[h`0 , S[isolated s], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, 0i, m] ! C[h`0 , S[s; isolated-end], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n0 , 1i, m]
I SOLATED -N ESTED

iso > 0
iso 0 = iso + 1
C[h`0 , S[isolated s], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, isoi, m] ! C[h`0 , S[s; isolated-end], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, iso 0 i, m]
I SOLATED -E ND -N ESTED

iso > 1
iso 0 = iso 1
C[h`0 , S[isolated-end], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, isoi, m] ! C[h`0 , S[skip], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, iso 0 i, m]
I SOLATED -E ND

n0 = fresh()
last = n
N = N [ {n0 }
E = E [ {hn, n0 i}
C[h`0 , S[isolated-end], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n, 1i, m] ! C[h`0 , S[skip], r~ 0 , r~! 0 , d0 , n0 , 0i, m]
Figure 6.1: The transition rules for isolated statements.

statements are running, then the I SOLATED rule increments the task counter to indicate isolation and
inserts after the isolated statement s the new isolated-end keyword. The computation graph gets a
new node to track accesses in the isolated statement with an appropriate edge from the previous
node. A sequencing edge from last is also added so the previous isolated statement happens before
this new isolated statement. As a note, last is initialized to an empty node when execution starts.
The I SOLATED -N ESTED rule simply increments the counter if the task is already in isolation.
The I SOLATED -E ND -N ESTED rule processes the new isolated-end keyword and decrements
the counter. When the counter reaches the outer-most isolated context, the I SOLATED -E ND rule
creates a new node in the computation graph to denote the end of isolation, and it updates last to
properly sequence any future isolation.
On-the-fly data race detection is modified for programs with isolated regions. When AWAITDONE

fires, the runtime checks if the region contains any task containing isolated statements. If the

region does not have any isolated-nodes, data race detection is run on the region and if the region is
data race free, it is replaced with an equivalent master node. If the region contains isolated-nodes,
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the program execution proceeds normally (i.e., on-the-fly data race detection is not executed on the
region).
Algorithm 2 Scheduling algorithm for Isolated blocks.
1: function SCHEDULE(t, Regs, Tasks)
2:
loop: (Regs, Tasks) := run(t, Regs, Tasks)
3:
s := status(t)
4:
R := runnable(Tasks)
5:
if s = ISOLATED then
6:
for all ti 2 R do
7:
schedule(ti , Regs, Tasks)
8:
end for
9:
else
10:
ti := random(R)
11:
schedule(ti , Regs, Tasks)
12:
end if
13: end function
Algorithm 2 presents a scheduling algorithm to explore different computation graph structures in parallel programs with isolated blocks. This algorithm is adapted from the scheduling
algorithm used for model checking HJ programs using permission regions [25]. The algorithm
considers a simplified state of the program with Regs as the set of region variables that are shared
among the tasks, Tasks is the set of tasks and t is a task. R is the set of runnable tasks.
The algorithm implements sequential semantics where only a single task is running at any
time, and that task runs until it completes or isolates at which time a scheduling choice is made.
Sequential semantics can be used for computation graph creation since Lemma 1 proves that the
creation of computation graph is independent of the schedule that was followed to create the graph
in the absence of data-race. And Corollary 2 shows that if a data-race exists, then it manifests on
every schedule.
Line 2 updates the region variables and pool of tasks by running task t until it exits, or
reaches an isolated-construct. The function status on Line 3 returns the status of the task t. On
Line 4, the function runnable is used to obtain a list of all the tasks that can be run from the pool
of all tasks. If the status of the currently running task t becomes ISOLATED (i.e., the task encounters
an isolated construct), the task is blocked and all the tasks that are runnable are scheduled by
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proc main(var n : int )
n := 1;
post r1
p1 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
post r1
p2 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
await r1
proc p1 (var n : int)
isolated l(r1 ) := n + 1
proc p2 (var n : int)
isolated if (l(r1 ) = n) then
post r1
p3 n " {r1 } {r1 } v.n := n + v;
else
l(r1 ) := n 1
proc p3 (var n : int)
l(r1 ) := n + 2

Figure 6.2: Parallel program with mutual exclusion.
the runtime. When the task exits, a task is randomly selected from the set of runnable tasks and
scheduled by the runtime.
For the example in Figure 6.2, two different computation graph structures can be formed
based on the order of execution of isolated blocks. The computation graphs are shown in Figure 6.3.
If the scheduler runs the isolated section of task t1 first, the computation graph in Figure 6.3(a) is
formed. Task t1 changes the values of shared variable r1 to 2. Hence, when task t2 executes its
isolated section, the if-condition fails and an additional task is not spawned by t2 . If the scheduler
runs task t2 first, the computation graph of Figure 6.3(b) is formed. In this schedule, task t2 executes
its isolated section first. Since the value of variable r1 is 1, the if-condition is met and a new task is
created by t2 .
Theorem 4. Algorithm 2 finds all unique computation graphs for structured parallel programs with
isolated sections making it sound and complete with Algorithm 1.
Proof. Theorem 3 states that Algorithm 1 is sound and complete for structured parallel programs
that do not contain isolated sections. If mutual exclusion is present, Algorithm 1 does not remain
sound since different computation graph structures can be formed for such programs. The different
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Figure 6.3: Computation graphs of example in Figure 6.2.
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computation graph structures arise because the critical sections of tasks are executed in different
orders under different program schedules. Algorithm 2 creates thread scheduling choices at the
boundary of a critical section considering all the runnable threads that are present at the execution of
a critical section. Hence, all relevant computation graphs are considered by Algorithm 1. Therefore,
the data race detection using Algorithm 1 becomes sound and complete when it is used along with
Algorithm 2 for structured parallel programs that have mutual exclusion.
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Chapter 7
Implementation and Results

7.1

Implementation

The data race detection technique described in this paper has been implemented for Habanero Java.
It uses the verification runtime specifically designed to test HJ programs [14]. This runtime makes
use of JPF to schedule and run the programs. The computation graphs are stored in a directed
acyclic graph. The JGraphT library provides an implementation of directed acylic graph [27]. This
library has been used to store the computation graphs. The computation graphs are exported in
the dot file format for convenience and as a way to understand the structure of the program. The
implementation is written in Java. It consists of 5 classes with 1600 lines of code.
JPF is modified by removing its default scheduling factory that inserts choices on all thread
actions and accesses to shared variables. Instead, a new scheduling factory based on Algorithm 2 is
employed for scheduling.
JPF’s VM listeners have been used to keep track of various program events. The methods
objectCreated and objectReleased are used to create nodes in the computation graph.
The objectCreated method is used to track the creation of new async tasks. The P OST rule
is used to add nodes to the computation graph when the objectCreated method returns a task
object. Similarly, the objectReleased method is used to track when finish blocks complete
execution. The AWAIT- NEXT rule is used to create a node in the graph where the tasks belonging to
the finish block join.
The executeInstruction method is used to track memory locations that are accessed
by various tasks. The current node of the task calling executeInstruction method is updated
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with the location accessed by the task during the execution of that instruction. Algorithm 1 is used
to analyze the computation graphs of the program. When an array is accessed by the program, every
element of the array is treated as a single variable for data race detection.
7.2

Results

The results for this technique have been compared to JPF’s precise race detector and gradual
permission regions based race detector on benchmarks that cover a wide range of functionality in
HJ. The results show a significant improvement in the time required for verification. These two
approaches were specifically chosen for comparison since the results generated by these approaches
are sound for a given input just like the technique discussed in this paper.
The precise race detector explores all potential executions in a systematic way. Each
execution is a sequence of transitions. Each transition takes the system from one state to another.
Each transition consists of a sequence of bytecode instructions. JPF groups bytecode instructions
such that an instruction that manipulates a shared variable is the first one of a transition. In every
state that JPF visits, the precise race detector checks all actions that can be performed next. If this
collection of actions contains at least two conflicting accesses of a shared variable, then a race on
the shared variable is reported.
Gradual Permission regions use program annotations to reduce the state space of the program.
Whenever a shared variable is accessed by two or more tasks in the program, the accesses have to
be annotated to inform the data race detector to create different schedules for these accesses. Since
the method requires manual annotation of the programs, it is prone to human errors. If the program
is annotated incorrectly, the results of data race detection analysis do not have any significance.
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Table 7.1: Benchmarks of HJ programs: Computation graphs vs Permission Regions vs. PreciseRaceDetector.
Computation graphs
Permission Regions
Precise Race Detector
Test ID
SLOC Tasks States Time Error Note
States
Time Error Note States Time Error Note
Primitive Array
29
3
5
00:00 No Race
5
00:00 No Race 11,852 00:00 No Race
No Race
Primitive Array
39
3
5
00:00
Race
5
00:00
Race
220
00:00
Race
Race
Two Dim Arrays
30
11
15
00:00 No Race
15
00:00 No Race
597
00:00
Race*
ForAll With
38
2
9
00:00 No Race
9
00:00 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Iterable
Integer Counter
54
10
24
00:01 No Race
1013102 05:53 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Isolated
Pipeline With
69
5
34
00:00 No Race
34
00:00 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Futures
Substring Search
83
59
64
00:03
Race
8
00:00
Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Binary Trees
80
525
630 00:25 No Race
632
00:03 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Prime Num
51
25
776 00:01 No Race 3,542,569 17:37 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Counter
Prime Num
52
25
30
00:02 No Race
18
00:01 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Counter ForAll
Prime Num
44
11
653 00:01 No Race 2,528,064 15:44 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Counter ForAsync
Reciprocal Array
58
2
4
00:08
Race
32
00:06
Race
N/A
N/A
N/A
Sum
Add
67
3
11
00:01 No Race
62,374
00:33 No Race
4930 00:03
Race*
Scalar Multiply
55
3
15
00:01 No Race
55,712
00:30 No Race
826
00:01
Race*
Vector Add
50
3
5
00:00 No Race
17
00:00 No Race 46,394 00:19 No Race
Clumped Access
30
3
5
00:03 No Race
15
00:00 No Race
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 7.1 presents the results of verification of HJ benchmarks using computation graphs
based data race detector described in this work, permission regions based extension of JPF and
precise race detector extension of JPF. The number of states explored by JPF and time required for
verification by each of these methods were compared. The tests were run for a maximum of an
hour before they were terminated manually. For the tests that did not finish execution within the
stipulated time or the ones that ran out of JVM heap memory were considered failed and marked as
N/A in the table. The error note column shows the results of verification. The tests that produced
erroneous results were marked with an asterisk (⇤).
The benchmarks used in this study make use of various constructs of HJ for achieving task
parallelism. They spawn a wide range of tasks with smaller programs having 3-15 tasks going all
the way upto 525 tasks for larger tasks. The experiments were run on a machine with an Intel Core
i5 processor with 2.6GHz speed and 8GB of RAM. The number of cores used by the system is not
relevant since JPF runs only a single thread at a time.
The Precise race detector inserts choices in the scheduler for all thread actions such as thread
creation, synchronizations, locks etc. Therefore, it does not complete execution within the stipulated
time or runs out of memory even on smaller programs because of the state space explosion. It also
reports race for Two Dimensional Arrays, Scalar multiply and Vector Add benchmarks where no
data race actually exists in the program. This is because in precise race detector, the access on an
array object looks like a data race since it is not able to see the difference in the indexes.
The Gradual Permission regions based detector works pretty well compared to precise race
detector. The number of states explored and time required for data race analysis by Permission
regions and computation graphs is almost the same when the tasks don’t access shared variables
outside isolated blocks. When there are accesses to shared variables, the state space of permission
regions grows very fast since the shared variable accesses have to be annotated with regions and
race detector creates scheduling choices at every region boundary. Analyzing a single computation
graph for a program is enough for a program without isolated blocks since by Lemma 1, if a
computation graph of a program is data race free, all computation graphs from all schedules are data
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Table 7.2: Comparison of results for on-the-fly and normal data race detection using computation
graphs.
Num of Tasks (n)
On-the-fly
Normal
States Time States Time
5
5
00:01
14
00:01
50
5
00:01
61
00:03
100
5
00:01 112 00:05
500
5
00:01 513 02:25
1000
5
00:01 1013 08:34
race free. Therefore, computation graphs are built using a single program schedule. This difference
can be seen in examples for Add, Scalar multiply and Prime number counter benchmarks. These
benchmarks use shared variables that have to be enclosed within regions which results in a large
state space for permission regions and longer analysis time.
Table 7.2 presents the improvement offered by on-the-fly analysis over normal data race
detection using computation graphs. The example in Figure 7.1 is used to demonstrate the difference
in performance of these techniques under different program sizes.
The example in Figure 7.1 is implemented in HJ. It consists of a finish block with two async
tasks that have a data race on static variable x. This finish block is followed by a forall loop which
is used to control the size of the program. Note that a forall loop has an implicit finish block and
each of the iterations of the loop are executed by creating async tasks inside the finish block.
From the results in table 7.2, it can be observed that the time required to analyze the program
using normal data race detection using computation graphs increases as the size of the program
increases. For the on-the-fly data race detection, the race detection is run on a finish block as soon
as the finish block completes execution. Since a data race is present in the first finish block itself,
the entire program is not executed. Therefore, the time required for analysis is very low.
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public class Example{
static int x = 0;
public static void main(String [] args ) {
finish {
async { // Task1
x = x + 1;
}
async { // Task2
x = x + 2;
}
}
forall (1, n, (index) ){
x = x + index ;
}
}
}
Figure 7.1: An HJ Program for comparing on-the-fly with normal data race detection using
computation graphs.
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Chapter 8
Related Work

Different types of data race detection techniques have been developed. The static race
detectors analyze the source code to detect races. The dynamic race detectors use information from
the actual program executions for data race detection. Another technique for data race detection is
model checking. In this method, a model of the system being analyzed is created and whether this
model meets the specifications is exhaustively checked.
Static data race detectors require program instrumentation by the users. They can reason
about all possible program runs. The major drawback of these systems is that they produce a large
number of false-positives. [4–10].
Dynamic race detectors use different techniques to detect data races at runtime. The lock-set
based tools track the set of locks held by each task during execution. These sets are then used to
determine conflicts over shared memory references [18, 28–30].
Dimitrov et al. developed a dynamic commutativity race detector [31]. It uses vector clocks
along with a commutativity specification to generate a structural representation of parallel programs
that is used to locate races. Dynamic race detectors based on hashing assert if different runs of a
parallel program with the same input produce different outputs [32].
Lamport defined the happens-before relation in parallel programs [33]. The happens-before
relation defines a partial order among all the operations in all the threads of a parallel program. The
happen-before relation has been used in various data race detection techniques [17, 19, 20, 34–36].
This approach has also been applied to task parallel languages such as Cilk and X10 [21, 22].
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Another algorithm based on the happens-before relation, discussed in the introduction, has been
developed for HJ programs [23].
Model checking systematically explores the entire state space of the programs to detect
concurrency issues [11–13]. The major drawback of model checking is the explosion in the state
space as the program size increases. This technique has been extended to verify various task parallel
languages such as HJ, X10 and Chapel[14–16]. As opposed to model checking, predictive analysis
observes only a single program execution and generalizes the verification results to all possible
schedules. This approach has been applied to detecting communication deadlocks in MPI programs
[37].
Various methods have been developed to tackle the state explosion problem of model
checking. Rely-guarantee reasoning verifies threads individually with the help of assertions about
other threads [38, 39]. Thread modular analysis relies on a similar technique. It verifies each thread
individually using an abstraction of steps that may be performed by other threads [40–43].
Hybrid race detection systems have been developed that combine various techniques to
overcome some of the limitations of these methods. Permission regions use static program instrumentation combined with dynamic analysis to detect races [44, 45]. Gradual permission regions use
a similar program instrumentation along with model checking [25].
This work makes use of the happens-before relation for dynamic analysis of programs and
uses model checking to ensure all schedules are considered in programs with mutual exclusion. A
lot of different techniques create models of programs from program executions and use the models
for verification. SATCheck observes the program execution to build a concrete behavior model of
program execution and using a SAT solver, it tries to find other interesting behaviors [46]. Coverage
driven testing uses program execution to create a model of the thread interleavings and shared
memory accesses to identify unexplored thread interleavings [47, 48]. Regression testing tools for
concurrent programs use changes in the program model to identify shared memory accesses that
might be affected by the code changes and identifying thread interleavings that must be explored
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to expose regression bugs [49, 50]. Dynamic symbolic execution is combined with unfolding of
petri-nets to create minimal test-suites for testing multi-threaded programs [51, 52].
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work

9.1

Conclusion and future work

This work presents a sound and complete technique for data race detection in task parallel programs
using computation graphs. A dynamic improvement for the data race detection algorithm called
on-the-fly analysis is also described. The computation graph creation is presented with the formal
semantics for task parallel languages. A scheduling algorithm to create all computation graph
structures for programs containing mutual exclusion is also presented. The data race detection
analysis is implemented for Java implementation of Habanero programming model using Java
Pathfinder and evaluated on a host of benchmarks. The results are compared to JPF’s precise race
detector and gradual permission regions based extension. The results show that this technique
reduces the time required for verification significantly. The results for data race detection using
computation graphs are also compared to the on-the-fly analysis to demonstrate the performance
gain it offers.
This work can be extended in the following ways:
• The data race detector based on computation graphs explores just one control flow path that
is taken by the program execution based on the input. The listener can be extended to explore
other control flow paths by using Symbolic Execution.
• The computation graphs can be created statically using program instrumentation and analyzed
to gain performance improvements.
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